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Summary of Findings
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) is proposing to install a gas operations technical center in
Winters, Yolo County, California. The proposed Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center
Project (the Project) would include the construction of a 35-acre academy that would be used to train
PG&E employees and first responders in carbon monoxide and leak investigation along with a variety of
skills related to engineering, construction, and maintenance. In order to identify any archaeological and
historic architectural resources within the project Area of Potential Impact (API), Cardno ENTRIX
archaeologists and an architectural historian conducted research that included a literature search for
previously recorded resources, pedestrian surveys of the API for archaeological and architectural
resources, and an intensive inventory and evaluation of all identified architectural resources. No
archaeological or historic architectural resources were located in the API as a result of these efforts;
however, surveying did lead to the identification of a single historic period ranch that includes eight
historic period elements (two residences, a barn, and five associated outbuildings) constructed 45 or
more years ago located just outside/adjacent to the API. The property had not been previously inventoried
or evaluated, which is done herein under the consideration of potential indirect effects to the property as a
result of the construction of the Gas Operations Technical Center. A detailed discussion and evaluation of
this multicomponent historic period property is included in this report and a California Department of
Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 Form is included as Appendix C to this report. None of the historic
period elements inventoried and evaluated as part of this study are recommended as eligible for listing in
the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), and none appear to be a historical resource for
the purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Please also note that remaining parcels
in the API, the Jordan parcels (038-070-028;-029;-030;-031;-32), did not contain any historic period
buildings, structures, or objects, with only a modern utility box noted at the site.
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1

Introduction

Cardno ENTRIX was contracted by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) to review the McClish and
Jordan parcels located in the town of Winters, Yolo County, California for the Winters Gas Operations
Technical Training Center Project (the Project). The purpose of this technical report is to inventory the
Project Area of Potential Impact (API), prepare a context for the evaluation of cultural resources, and to
evaluate any buildings and/or structures 45 years old or older that are located in the API. This study is
being conducted for compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and to analyze any
potential resources within the project area for potential listing on the California Register of Historic
Resources (CRHR). Background research and field surveys for archaeological and architectural
resources were conducted within the API. No archaeological or historic architectural resources were
located in the API as a result of these efforts; however, research and intensive field survey documented a
historic period ranch complex adjacent to the API with the potential for indirect effects by the Project on
the McClish parcels (APN 038-070-037;-038; and -039). The McClish parcels are comprised of eight
associated historic period buildings and structures as well as fallow agricultural acreage. The ranch
complex is inventoried and evaluated herein, and documented on a DPR 523 site record, which is
included as Appendix C to this report.

1.1

Project Location

The proposed Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center is located on West Grant Avenue in
Winters, Yolo County, California. The project is depicted on Figure 1 of the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) Winters Topographic Quadrangle map, Township 8 North, Range 1 West, Section 22.
The project is located on approximately 35+ acres of land that will be used for the development of the gas
operations technical training center.
1.1.1

Area of Potential Impact for Cultural Resources

The Area of Potential Impact (API) for this California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Project includes
the area within which the Project may directly or indirectly cause changes to the character of a historic
resource, in the case of CEQA. The 35+ acre API includes three parcels owned by McClish (APN 038070-38 and -39) and four parcels owned by Jordan (APN 038-070-28, -29, -30, -31, and -32), as well as a
storm drain easement through the McClish (APN-038-070-38) parcel. (Appendix A). The vertical impacts
of the project are anticipated to be approximately nine feet deep (removing ~10,000 cubic yard of
material) for the excavation of a storm water pond in the southeastern portion of the APE and six feet
deep (removing ~18,000 cubic yards of material) for an interim storm water drainage channel along the
western boundary of the APE. Due to the flat topography of the site, all other construction activities for the
project are expected to require excavations between two and three feet in depth. A discussion of buried
site potential is included in Section 3 below. For the purposes of identifying architectural resources, the
API for the Project includes all areas that may be directly or indirectly impacted by the Project.

1.2

Project Description

The proposed project is a gas operations technical center which will house an academy where PG&E
would train employees and first responders in carbon monoxide and leak investigation along with a variety
of skills related to engineering, construction, and maintenance of natural gas facilities. Details of the
design and construction of the technical center include creation of a learning center, flow lab module,
commercial driver training tarmac, equipment training center, storm water pond and interim drainage
channel, crane certifications, T&D construction, city lift stations, cold pits, hydraulic testing area, pipeline
inspection area, well head simulation, and cathodic protection training areas. The design also includes
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improvements to Timber Crest Road and a drainage easement west of the proposed facility (see
Appendix A for design details). The main learning center will encompass an area of 44,317 square feet
and the flow lab module will encompass an area of 17,000 square feet for a total building area of 61,317
square feet.
As previously mentioned, the entire project area is 35+ acres. Ground disturbance will include clearing
and grubbing of the entire site prior to construction. Rough grading is anticipated to be approximately 2
feet across the entire site for a total of 80,000 cubic yards of soil. There will be an additional ~10,000
cubic yards of soil removed for the proposed storm water pond up to nine feet deep and ~18,000 cubic
yards of soil removed for the proposed channel up to six feet deep. Fine grading will take place for the
building pads (78,263 square feet); barrier curb (10,045 linear feet); landscape areas (276,500 square
feet); and paving areas (448,294 square feet). Soil stabilization with a lime treatment will take place for
the building pads and landscape excavation areas.

1.3

Regulatory Context

1.3.1

State Regulations

1.3.1.1

CEQA and Cultural Resources

CEQA applies to all discretionary projects undertaken or subject to approval by the State’s public
agencies (California Code of Regulations [CCR] 14(3) §15002(i). CEQA states that it is the policy of the
State of California to:
Take all action necessary to provide the people of the state with…historic environmental
qualities…and preserve for future generations examples of the major periods of California
history (California Public Resources Code [PRC] §21001(b)(c). A project with an effect that
may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource is a
project that may have a significant effect on the environment (CCR 14(3) §15064.5(b).
The CEQA Statue and Guidelines includes procedures for identifying, analyzing, and disclosing potential
adverse impacts to historical resources, which include all resources listed in or formally determined
eligible for listing in the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) or local registers.
CEQA requires that historical resources, which include architectural resources, prehistoric, and historicera archaeological resources, be taken into consideration during the CEQA planning process
(CCR 14.3 § 15064.5; PRC §21083.2. If feasible, substantial adverse change to the significance of
historical resources must be avoided, or the effects mitigated (CCR 14(3) § 15064.5 (b)(4). The
significance of an historical resource is impaired when a project demolishes or materially alters in an
adverse manner those physical characteristics of a historic resource that convey its historical significance
and that justify its eligibility for the CRHR.
1.3.1.2

California Public Resources Code

As part of the determination made pursuant to §21083.2 the lead agency shall determine whether the
project may have a significant effect on archaeological and historic architectural resources.
CEQA defines a “historical resource” as a resource that meets any of the following criteria:
> A resource listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the CRHR (PRC §5024.1, CCR 14.3,
§4850 et seq.);
> A resource included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in PRC §5020.1(k);
> A resource identified as significant (e.g., rated 1-5) in a historical resource survey meeting the
requirements of PRC §5024.1(g); or
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> Determined to be a historical resource by a project’s lead agency, as defined in PRC §5020.1(j) or
§5024.1 (CCR 14.3 §15064.5(a)(4).
Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead agency determines to
be historically significant or significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California may be considered to be an historical
resource (CCR 14.3 §15064.5(a)(3).
If the cultural resource in question is an archaeological site, CEQA requires that the lead agency first
determine if the site is a historical resource as defined in the CCR 14.3 §15064.5[a]). If the archaeological
site can be defined as a historical resource, then potential adverse impacts must be considered in the
same manner as a historical resource, rather than as a unique archaeological site (see below). If that
archaeological site does not qualify as a historical resource, but does qualify as a unique archaeological
site, then the archaeological site is treated in accordance with PRC §21083.2.
CEQA defined a “unique archaeological resource…[as] an archaeological artifact, object, site about which
it can be clearly demonstrated that, without merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there is a
high probability that it meets on or more of the following criteria:
1. Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions, and that there is a
demonstrable public interest in that information.
2. Has a special and particular quality, such as being the oldest of its type or the best available example
of its type.
3. Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event or person
(PRC §21083.2[g]).
If an impact to a historical resource or unique archaeological resource is significant, CEQA requires
feasible measures to minimize the impact. Mitigation of significant impacts must lessen or eliminate the
physical impact that the project will have on the resource. Generally, the use of drawings, photographs,
and/or displays does not mitigate the physical impact on the environment caused by demolition or
destruction of an architectural resource.
1.3.1.3

California Register of Historical Resources

The CRHR is a guide to cultural resources that must be considered when a government agency
undertakes a discretionary action subject to CEQA. The CRHR helps government agencies identify and
evaluate California’s cultural resources, and indicates which properties are to be protected, to the extent
prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse change (PRC §5024.1(a). Any resource listed in, or
eligible for listing in, the CRHR, is to be considered during the CEQA process.
A cultural resource is evaluated under four CRHR criteria to determine its historical significance. A
resource must be significant in accordance with one or more of the following criteria (as defined in
§15064.5[a][3]):
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of California’s
history and cultural heritage;
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or
represents the work of an important creative individual, possesses high artistic values; or
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
CRHR criteria are tied to CEQA, as any resource that meets the above criteria, and retains sufficient
historic integrity (see criteria below), is considered a historical resource under CEQA.
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In addition to meeting one or more of the above criteria, the CRHR requires that sufficient time must have
passed to allow a “scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated with the resource.” Fifty
years is used as a general estimate of the time needed to understand the historical importance of a
resources (CCR 14(11.5 §4852 (d)(2). The California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) recommends
documenting and taking into consideration in the planning process, any cultural resource that is 45 years
or older (Office of Historic Preservation 1995).
The CRHR also requires an eligible resource to possess integrity, which is defined as “the authenticity of
a historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of characteristics that existed during the
resource’s period of significance. Integrity is evaluated with regard to the retention of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association” (CCR §4852(c)).
Resources that are significant, meet the age guidelines, and possess integrity will generally be
considered eligible for listing in the CRHR.

1.4

Personnel Qualifications

Mr. Joshua Peabody, M.A. (16 years of experience) served as Principal Investigator and Project Manager
for the Project. Ms. Michelle C. Cross, M.A. (14 years of experience, Registered Professional
Archaeologist) and Ms. Polly Allen, M.S. (15 years of experience) authored this document serving as both
report preparers and researchers. Ms. Cross and Ms. Allen function in the capacity of Senior
Archaeologist and Senior Architectural Historian, respectively. Ms. Erin Mick, B.A. (5 years of experience)
and Mr. Joe Fayer, B.A. (8 years of experience) conducted the cultural resource survey and authored the
initial Cultural Resources Constraints Report (CRCR) for the Project.
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2

Study Methods

2.1

Records Search and Literature Review

A background literature and document search was conducted at the Northwest Information Center
(NWIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) at Sonoma State University,
Rohnert Park, California on November 11, 2013. The search area consisted of the API and a ¼-mile
search radius around the API. The records search reviewed the following sources:
> Previously recorded sites
> Reports of previous studies
> California Historical Landmarks
> NRHP
> CRHR
> OHP Historic Properties Directory
> Historic Spots in California (Hoover et al. 2002)
> General Land Office plat maps showing the study area
> County historical maps
Additionally, as part of the research methodology for this study, a Ms. Allen undertook intensive research
at local repositories, including California State Library, Yolo County Archives, Sacramento Public Library,
UC Davis Shields Library, and Yolo County Recorder’s Office. In addition, research included review of
historic period survey and topographic maps, periodicals, and census records. To supplement the historic
record, members of the McClish family were interviewed regarding the development of the property,
including Laurie McClish, Gwen McClish Bertinoia, and Martin Newkom. Lastly, standard contextual
sources of information were reviewed, in order to develop an appropriate historic context for the property.

2.2

Results of Records Search

The background literature and document search did not identify any cultural resources within the API;
however, four previously recorded cultural resources were identified within a ¼-mile of the API (see
Figure 2):
> P-57-544: an isolated artifact located in an agricultural field west of the API, and south of Highway
128.
> P-57-545: an isolated artifact located in an agricultural field west of the API, and south of Highway
128.
> P-57-546: historic trash scatter including discarded farming equipment located in agricultural field west
of the API, and south of Highway 128.
> P-57-547: historic tractor of unknown make located in an agricultural field west of the API, and south of
Highway 128.
An additional historic-era resource is noted in Study 40502. This resource consists of the Hostetler
Segment of the Willow Canal. The canal segment runs parallel to the northern edge of the API.
A Primary Record was completed for the resource; however, it has not been assigned a Primary Number
designation for listing in the CHRIS. It was evaluated at the time of its recordation and found to be “not
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eligible for the CRHR.” The canal also does not qualify as a “unique archaeological resource” under
CEQA (Windmiller 2013).
The records search indicated that most of the API had not been previously studied for cultural resources,
but two studies, S-11740 and S-40502 followed the route of the Willow Canal along the northern edge of
the API. An additional seven studies have been conducted within the ¼-mile search area.

2.3

Organization Contacts

Cardno ENTRIX contacted the California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) on
February 6, 2013, and requested a search of their Sacred Lands database and a list of contact
information for local Native American representatives (see Appendix B). A response was received from
the NAHC on February 13, 2014 stating that there are no known Sacred Lands within the project area and
providing a list of Native American groups and individuals who may have additional information about the
Project (see Appendix B). Additional outreach will be conducted by the lead permitting agencies if
applicable.
Additionally, as part of the research methodology of this study, a Cardno ENTRIX Architectural Historian
undertook outreach and research at local agencies and organizations in order to determine if any parties
had information regarding any historical resources present in the API. Contacts included the City of
Winters City Manager’s Office, the Yolo County Archives, Yolo County Historical Society, and the Yolo
County Recorder’s Office.
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3

Setting

The following cultural setting for the study area provides the backdrop against which resources are
evaluated for inclusion in the CRHR. The environment and geomorphology of the region addresses the
nature of environmental change and the effects that landscape evolution has had on the formation and
preservation of the archaeological record. The prehistoric context describes the prehistoric archaeology of
the Sacramento Valley and the study area for the Project. The enthnohistoric context describes the
lifeways, settlement, and subsistence of prehistoric and contact period Native Americans who inhabited
the study area. The historic context provides background for the region and describes the early history of
the region and the specific study area.

3.1

Natural Environment

3.1.1

Biotic Environment

Yolo County encompasses a portion of the Sacramento Valley and the eastern edge of the Inner North
Coast Ranges. These subregions vary in topography, climate, and plant communities. The eastern and
southern portions of the County are located on the relatively level valley floor. The north-central County
encompasses the Dunnigan Hills, and the western portion rises into the Blue Ridge and Rocky Ridge of
the inner north Coast Ranges.
Yolo County has a Mediterranean climate characterized by hot, dry summers and temperate, wet winters.
However, the County comprises two distinct climate zones. During the summer, temperatures generally
average a high of 95º F and a low in the mid-50s. Winter temperatures average a high in the 50s, and low
of 38 to 40º F. Average annual precipitation ranges from 17 inches in the northeast to 34 inches along the
western part of the County. In spite of these distinctions, the biological communities in Yolo County are
distributed primarily based on the location of water resources and agricultural development.
The study area is dominated by agricultural lands that include dry pasture (primarily grazed annual
grassland) and agricultural crop lands. Non-native grasses and forbs dominate these dry pasture areas
and include nonnative wild oats (Avena spp.), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), soft chess (Bromus
hordeaceus), barleys (Hordeum spp.), and nonnative forbs. Dry pasture is used primarily to graze
livestock. The majority of the irrigated cropland acreage include six crop types: alfalfa, tomatoes, rice,
wheat, orchards, and sunflower.
Agricultural lands and the wildlife they support are described below. The air space over alfalfa and irrigated
pastures provide foraging habitat for aerial insectivores such as barn and cliff swallows. Raptors including
the Swainson’s hawk forage for mice and voles in alfalfa and irrigated pasture. California ground squirrels
(Spermophilus beecheyi) often occur in agricultural landscapes and construct their burrows along the edges
of pastures and on berms along the edges of fields. Burrowing owls use old ground squirrel burrows for
shelter and as nesting sites and large raptors such as red-tailed hawks feed on the squirrels themselves.
3.1.2

Geology/Buried Site Sensitivity

The nearest perennial water source to the project area is Putah Creek which is approximately 300 meters
south of the API. The API is located on an alluvial fan with slopes 0-2% and the landform age is noted as
Quaternary non-marine terrace. The potential for buried resources in the project area is moderate due to
the alluvial nature of the soils and the ability for it to support stable and possibly buried prehistoric
landforms that have the potential to contain archaeological materials.
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3.2

Prehistory

The earliest archaeological investigations in central California were conducted at sites in the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta region by avocational archaeologists. The first published accounts of this work
documented investigations in the Stockton and Lodi vicinities (cf., Schenck and Dawson 1929). These
initial reports were primarily descriptive, and were followed by more systematic investigations in the 1930s
by Sacramento Junior College (e.g., excavations at CA-SAC-127, SAC-126, and SAC-107).
Archaeologists from the University of California, Berkeley were also excavating sites in the lower
Sacramento Valley and Delta regions at this time. This work provided the foundation for the subsequent
development of chronological frameworks for central California prehistory.
The 1930s-era research identified distinct temporal periods in central California prehistory, and provided
the basis for a chronological sequence of archaeological cultures for the region (cf., Lillard et al. 1939).
Lillard et al. (1939), however, assumed that the cultural periods in the sequence were direct antecedents
of each other, and that cultures from the Delta region spread to other areas of central California.
Beardsley (1954) later documented similarities in artifact assemblages between sites in the Delta and San
Francisco Bay regions, and refined the earlier cultural succession model to produce what ultimately
became known as the Central California Taxonomic System (CCTS). The CCTS was divided into
temporal-cultural units that included: components, which represent discrete occupational episodes at a
site; facies, which represent a series of closely related components; provinces, which are composed of
related facies; and horizons, which are broad cultural units composed of a series of temporally and
geographically discrete components. Three horizons, Early, Middle and Late, were identified for the
archaeological cultures in central California.
The CCTS and other early archaeological research concentrated on material culture (e.g., burial
practices) and the development of chronologies based on differences in the composition of assemblages.
Issues related to subsistence, settlement strategies, social organization, and trade received minimal or no
attention. Indeed, the CCTS was designed to provide a means of ordering archaeological cultures in
central California, but the model, particularly the creation of widespread sequences of cultural succession,
was immediately questioned in a series of papers by Gerow (1954, 1974a, 1974b; Gerow with Force
1968). Indeed, potential problems with the scheme were highlighted by radiocarbon data showing that
some Early and Middle Horizon sites were at least partially contemporaneous and not part of a wide
spread developmental sequence. These issues with the CCTS led Frederickson (1973, 1974) to propose
a new taxonomic system for central California. He addressed the inadequacies of the CCTS by
recognizing specific adaptive modes or patterns (i.e., specific economic and/or technological
characteristics that are restricted in space, but do not imply a temporal sequence). Fredrickson (1973)
defined five patterns (i.e., Windmiller, Berkeley, Borax Lake, Augustine, and Houx) for the North Coast
Ranges, the San Francisco Bay and the lower Sacramento Valley, and assigned them to six periods:
Paleo-Indian (10,000 to 6,000 B.C.); Lower, Middle, and Upper Archaic (6,000 B.C. to A.D. 500); and
Upper and Lower Emergent (A.D. 500 to 1800). The most relevant patterns to the archaeology of the
project area are the Windmiller, Berkeley, and Augustine Patterns. The Windmiller Pattern or Early
Horizon extended from 3,000 to 1,000 B.C., the Berkeley Pattern or Middle Horizon from 1,000 B.C. to
A.D. 500, and the Augustine Pattern or Late Horizon from A.D. 500 to the historic period.
The Early Horizon in central California is characterized by the Windmiller Pattern, which appears to have
been centered in the Cosumnes District of the Delta region. Windmiller lithic assemblages include
relatively large stemmed projectile points primarily made of chert and slate, which suggest the use of dart,
atlatl, and spear technologies. Baked clay objects, such as pecan-shaped line or net weights, are also
common in the Delta region possibly because sources of toolstone are scant. Fishing implements in
Windmiller artifact assemblages include trident bone spear tips and two types of bone hooks (Bennyhoff
1950; Ragir 1972). A milling technology is not usually well represented in Windmiller artifact
assemblages, but does include mano and metate grinding implements. The generally higher proportion of
projectile points to grinding implements in Windmiller artifact assemblages suggests an emphasis on
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hunting rather than the processing of plant resources. Indeed, the identification of both terrestrial and
aquatic faunal remains at many sites indicates a broad based hunting strategy that includes a wide variety
of resources. Trade appears to be focused primarily upon acquisition of ceremonial and ornamental
objects, which were generally obtained in finished form rather than as raw material. Windmiller mortuary
patterns are characterized by: burial of the dead in both intra-village grave plots and in non-midden
cemeteries beyond habitation areas; a ventral extension of the body orientated toward the west and
occasionally a dorsal extension of the body orientated toward the west; and the inclusion of abundant
grave goods. In addition, the presence of artifacts made of exotic materials, such as obsidian, shell and
quartz, in Windmiller assemblages suggests that by 4,000 B.C. an extensive trade network existed in
central California (cf. Fredrickson 1973). This time period may represent the arrival of Utian populations in
central California, while the successive Berkeley Pattern marks the eastward expansion of ancestral
Miwok groups from the San Francisco Bay area.
The Middle Horizon is characterized by the Berkeley Pattern. Berkeley Pattern lithic assemblages suggest
the continued use of dart and atlatl technologies, and primarily consist of non-stemmed projectile point
forms. Obsidian, however, rather than other types of toolstone appears to be the favored material for the
manufacture of projectile points. A baked clay industry begins to fluoresce at this time, which includes spoolshaped net weights for either fishing or fowling (Ragir 1972). Bident bone spears (unbarbed and single
unilateral barbed) also were in use during this period for acquiring fish resources (Bennyhoff 1950). Milling
technology is generally well represented in Berkeley Pattern artifact assemblages and primarily includes
minimally shaped cobble mortars and cobble pestles, but also the mano and metate. A generally higher
proportion of grinding implements to projectile points in Berkeley Pattern artifact assemblages suggests an
emphasis on the processing of plant resources, especially acorns, rather than hunting. Berkeley Pattern
mortuary patterns are characterized by: burial of the dead within habitation areas of a site; a flexed position
of the body with variable orientations; sprinkling powdered red ochre over burials (Lillard et al. 1939:78);
minimal amounts of grave goods, which generally include utilitarian or ornamental objects, but also may
include objects (e.g., quartz crystals, charmstones, and bone whistles) which are similar to the contents of
“shaman’s kits” as described in the ethnographic record (Hughes 1994:44); and the inclusion of bird and
animal bone, occasionally articulated portions of skeletons, with the dead. The number of sites and the
depth of deposits at Berkeley Pattern sites suggest a larger population in comparison with the earlier
Windmiller Pattern. The Berkeley Pattern also exhibits inter- and intra-regional variation, which seems to
suggest gradual expansion rather than abrupt population replacement (Fredrickson 1973:116-133). This
time period appears to reflect a gradual change in technology and economic emphasis due to population
expansion and assimilation of different cultural groups.
The Late Horizon, highlighted by the Augustine Pattern, is characterized by a change in technology and
subsistence strategies. Bow and arrow technology is introduced, as evidenced by a growing increase in
the number of small projectile points in Augustine Pattern lithic assemblages. Mortar and pestle
implements continue to be used, with acorns becoming the dominant staple. Fish harpoons, with
unilaterally or bilaterally placed barbs in opposed or staggered positions, appear in Phase I of the Late
Horizon, but their use is abandoned by early Phase II. This is in sharp contrast to most other elements of
Phase I, which tend to be refined and/or elaborated through time and continue into Phase II of the Late
Horizon (Bennyhoff 1950:316). Trade also expands and intensifies at this time, with the acquisition of both
exotic finished goods and raw materials. Augustine Pattern mortuary patterns are characterized by: either
cremation or burial of the dead within habitation areas of a site; pre-interment grave pit burning; a flexed
position of the body with variable orientations; and a differential distribution of grave goods with more
items being associated with cremations compared to subsurface burial. Indeed, cremations may have
been reserved for relatively wealthy and prestigious individuals.
The work of Lillard, Fenenga, Heizer, and Ragir in the lower Sacramento River Valley is significant in the
development of archaeology in the Central Valley of California. The research of Ragir is particularly
relevant due to its impact on the Central California Taxonomic System (CCTS) originally presented by
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Beardsley (1954). The CCTS attempted to organize a cultural sequence for the area of central California
from the interior to the coast. Ragir’s work corrected and refined aspects of the CCTS and facilitated
future research of its temporal sequence and cultural units. The CCTS and its refinement is a dominant
theme in the archaeology of Central California, and research in the Lower Sacramento River Valley has
played a significant part in its development.

3.3

Ethnography

Prior to the arrival of Euroamericans in the region, California was inhabited by groups of Native
Americans speaking more than 100 different languages and occupying a variety of ecological settings.
The project area is within the ethnographic territory of the Southern Wintun or Patwin, who are members
of the widespread Penutian language family, which was prevalent throughout California during the late
prehistoric and historic era (e.g., A.D. 1800) (Johnson 1978:350). Primary sources on the Patwin include
the ethnographic accounts of Kroeber (1925, 1932), Powers (1877), McKern (1922, 1923), and the
testimony of Princess Isidora, wife of Chief Solano (Sanchez 1930). There are also other secondary
publications and overviews of the Patwin (cf., Cook 1976; Johnson 1978).
Patwin are the southernmost division of Wintuan groups, a distinction primarily based on linguistic variation.
Patwin are members of California Penutian linguistic stock, and they occupied the southwest portion of the
Sacramento Valley, from the lower hills of the eastern North Coast Ranges to the Sacramento River, and
from Princeton south to San Pablo and Suisun Bays. Patwin are comprised of numerous different tribal
groups with separate dialects, but anthropologists usually separate Patwin into two primary subdivisions: Hill
Patwin and River Patwin. A few ethnographers also identify Southern Patwin, but there is scant data
regarding this group and their territory (cf., Cook 1976; Powers 1877). Indeed, Powers (1877: 218) states
that he did not identify any living Native Americans in Southern Patwin territory and Kroeber (1932) included
Southern Patwin, whose territory encompassed Solano County and lower Putah Creek (Cook 1976:11), with
River Patwin. Regardless, Patwin culture appears to be relatively similar between the groups and Kroeber
(1932:255) states that the geographic variation across Patwin territory only produced “minor cultural
divergences of custom within the overall uniformity of the group”. Hill Patwin occupied the lower, eastern
slopes of the southern North Coast Range and River Patwin occupied the west side of the lower
Sacramento River below the mouth of the Feather River and the lower reaches of Cache Creek and Putah
Creek in the Sacramento Valley. They were comprised of three dialect groups: Colusa or Koru’; Grimes or
Saka; and Knights Landing or Yo’doi districts (Kroeber 1932:259).
Information specifically addressing Patwin political and social organization is scant, particularly for River
Patwin. Indeed, Kroeber (1932) considered existing data regarding Patwin social and political
organization to be “unsatisfactory.” Regardless, there is sufficient ethnographic data to provide a
description of Patwin culture. Patwin were organized into tribelets, which were usually composed of a
principal village and a few satellite settlements. Tribelets were small, autonomous, and sometimes
bounded by the limits of a small drainage. Each tribelet had a head chief and each village had a chief who
administered its economic and ceremonial activities. The position of chief was usually inherited through
the male line, but village elders occasionally chose some chiefs. The chief possessed political,
ceremonial, and economic powers and enjoyed high prestige (McKern 1922:246). He was the
“commissioner” of crops, determined annual harvesting times, allocated lands to family groups, organized
resource expeditions (e.g., hunting and wood gathering), and served as the primary distributor of
resources (McKern 1922).
Patwin subsistence relied on hunting, fishing, and gathering a wide variety of plant resources that were
located within their territory. Acorns were a major part of their diet, and were obtained from hill and
mountain oaks communally owned by the tribelet (Johnson 1978:355). Other easily gathered resources
included blackberries, elderberries, wild grapes, new tule shoots, roots and bulbs, honey, salt (acquired
from burning salt grass), and tobacco (Kroeber 1932:280). Kroeber’s (1932:276) informants, however, did
not report a familiarity with many plants (e.g., buckeye, hazelnut, manzanita, Brodiaea sp.) that are
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dietary staples among other Native American groups. It is possible that the geographic distribution of
many of these plants did not extend into Patwin territory. Ethnographic records indicate that large game
(e.g., deer, tule elk, antelope) was captured using nets or were shot using bows-and-arrows (Johnson
1978:355). Indeed, Kroeber (1932:279) reports that two men would hold a wide meshed net while other
hunters would drive deer into it, and waterfowl (e.g., ducks, geese, mudhens, quail) were also captured
using nets. Fish were also a prime resource for River Patwin, and certain fishing sites were privately
owned (Kroeber 1932: 277 278; McKern 1922: 248). Fish (e.g., salmon, sturgeon, perch, chub, sucker,
hardhead, pike, and trout) and other riverine resources (e.g., turtles and mussels) were caught with bone
fishhooks, nets, seines, and weirs. Food resources were generally stored in bins and granaries, which
were made of sticks set into the ground and roofed with tules.
Patwin manufactured a variety of utilitarian and ceremonial/luxury items, including baskets, stone tools,
mortars and pestles, shell beads, and clothing. Shell beads were manufactured for personal adornment
and as a medium of exchange. Clothing was generally minimal, and “men went without any covering,
women wore skirts or aprons of tule or shredded bark” (Johnson 1978:358; Sanchez 1930:39). Other
clothing included fur blankets (e.g., rabbit pelts) and leather robes, which were sewn together using bone
needles and strings of wild hemp. River Patwin also built tule balsa boats to facilitate river travel and
acquisition of fish resources (Johnson 1978:357).
Patwin traded for various commodities and subsistence resources using clamshell disc beads as a
medium of exchange (Hughes 1994:66; Kehoe 1981:381). The worth of disc beads was determined by
the length of the string of beads rather than by the quality of individual beads. Initially, River Patwin
obtained finished shell beads from Hill Patwin, who obtained them from their Pomo neighbors. In the
historic period, however, River Patwin traded for whole shells from the Pacific coast and made beads
themselves (Johnson 1978:352). Obsidian was obtained from sources in the southern North Coast
Ranges, primarily Napa Valley (Johnson 1978:352). Johnson (1978:352) suggests that not all external
relationships were friendly, particularly with the Napa Valley region, and that conflicts with Napa Valley
groups probably affected the ability of River Patwin to acquire obsidian from the area.

3.4

Historic Period

3.4.1

Early History

Central California supported among the densest populations in North America (Kehoe 1981:378). Cook
(1976:13) estimated population densities of River Patwin at about 500 persons per village at
Euroamerican contact. Hill Patwin, similar to the neighboring Pomo and Wappo in many respects, were
less populous with 200 persons per settlement (Cook 1976:14). Kroeber (1925:35) states that prior to
contact Wintuan peoples (e.g., the Wintu, Nomlaki and Patwin) totaled nearly 12,000 individuals. Indeed,
Cook (1976:8, 19) suggests that at ethnographic contact the banks of the Sacramento River “were
studded with a series of villages that held almost the entire population of the region”, and the Sacramento
Valley had a population density of approximately 3.35 persons per square mile.
Mission registers provide the earliest historic accounts of Patwin. Several missions, including Mission San
Jose, established in 1797, and Mission Dolores and Mission Sonoma, established in 1823, bordered
Patwin territory. Consequently, Euroamerican contact with Patwin occurred by at least 1800 (Johnson
1978:351). Spanish and mission influence reached as far north as Putah Creek, although Kroeber
(1925:357) states that direct Spanish contact centered on Clear Lake and eastward beyond Cortina
Creek. Regardless, Bennyhoff (1961) reports that Mission Dolores and Mission San Jose actively sought
Patwin converts from “southern villages.”
The influx of European and Spanish explorers and settlers during the 1830s and 1840s rapidly changed
Patwin demography. The second quarter of the nineteenth century encompasses the Mexican Period (ca.
1821-1848) in California. This period is an outgrowth of the Mexican Revolution, and its accompanying
social and political views, which affected the mission system across California. In 1833, the missions were
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secularized and their lands divided among the Californios as land grants called ranchos (Beck and Haase
1974). These ranchos facilitated the growth of a semi-aristocratic group that controlled the larger ranchos.
Local Native American populations, who were essentially used as forced labor, accomplished work on
many of these large tracts of land. Indeed, Native American groups across California were forced into a
marginalized existence as peons or vaqueros on large ranchos (e.g., Canada de Capay, which
encompasses the project area).
Simultaneously with the exploration of the Central Valley and the flanks of the Sierra Nevada, trails were
being blazed across the plains and mountains facilitating the westward migration of Euroamericans.
Groups such as the 1841 Bartleson-Bidwell Party and the 1844 Stevens-Murphy Party typify these early
immigrants. The commencement of the Mexican-American War in 1846 also affected the exploration and
development of California, including the identification of new trails across the Sierra Nevada. The exploits
of the Mormon Battalion and the establishment of the Mormon Emigrant Trail highlight these activities.
The discovery of gold at Sutter’s Mill in Coloma in 1848, however, was the catalyst that caused a dramatic
alteration of both Native American and Euroamerican cultural patterns in California. Once news of the
discovery of gold spread, a flood of Euroamericans entered the region, and gravitated to the area of the
“Mother Lode”. Initially, the Euroamerican population grew slowly, but soon exploded as the presence of
large deposits of gold was confirmed in the Sacramento area. The population of California quickly swelled
from an estimated 4,000 Euroamericans in 1848 to 500,000 in 1850. Sacramento, established in 1848 by
John A. Sutter, Jr., also reflected regional changes in population, and was incorporated as a city in 1850
(Hoover et al. 2002). The discovery of gold and the large influx of Euroamerican immigrants had a
positive effect on the growth and economic development of Sacramento, but a negative effect on Native
American cultures. Indeed, the discovery of gold in California marked the beginning of a relatively rapid
decline of both Native American populations and culture.
The lower Sacramento Valley and Delta region was an area severely impacted by western settlement.
Surviving Patwin in the region either became partly assimilated into white culture or were placed on small
reservations (Johnson 1978:351). Various population estimates attest to the rapid and almost total decline
of indigenous people. Indeed, diseases introduced by Euroamericans resulted in the annihilation of nearly
75% of the native population (Heizer 1960). The decreased population is reflected in the 1972 U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs census, which lists only 12 native Patwin (Johnson 1978). The former character
and the decline of Patwin culture is illuminated by Princess Isidora Solano, wife of Chief Francisco
Solano, who dictated her memoirs in 1874 at the age of 90 (Sanchez 1930). She recounts the exploits of
Francisco Solano, chief of the Suisunes, Topaytos, Yoloitos and Chuructos and an important ally of
General M. Guadalupe Vallejo, and describes the abundance of resources (e.g., salmon) in the region
prior to the arrival of “the white man”, and also highlights the effects of the “white man” on Patwin culture
(Sanchez 1930).
The latter half of the nineteenth and early twentieth century witnessed an ongoing and growing
immigration of Euroamericans into the area, which was accompanied by regional cultural and economic
changes. These changes are highlighted by the agricultural development of the area and cities such as
Winters, Woodland, and Sacramento, which rapidly expanded around an increasingly dense network of
agricultural development and transportation networks that provide access to growing regional, state, and
national markets.
3.4.2

Late Nineteenth Century Development of Winters

The town of Winters was laid out in 1875 on former lands of the Rancho Rio de los Putos land grant, an
approximately 17,000 acre grant that encompassed present-day Winters and the lands bordering Putah
Creek in both Yolo and Solano Counties (LSA 2009: 520). The Rio de los Putos land grant was given to
William Wolfskill in 1842, and was largely managed and farmed by his brother John Wolfskill for much of
the nineteenth century. During this period, thousands of acres of the rancho lands were utilized for a
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variety of grains, fruits, nuts, and vines, establishing the foundation for the region’s rich diversity in
agricultural production (Nelson N.D.: 16).
By the 1870s, large portions of the Wolfskill lands had been sold to farmers and land speculators,
including Theodore Winters, whose land was ultimately developed as the town of Winters. The rapid
transfer of land was in large precipitated by the development of the Vaca Valley Railroad, which had
constructed an extension that terminated at present-day Winters in 1875. With the completion of the rail
line, the railroad company established the town site, which became a central hub for agricultural
shipments from the increasingly active farmsteads surrounding the area (LSA 2009).
In 1880, the nascent town of Winters had a population of 523, most of whom were engaged in farming or
a related activity. By this time, the area was both an important grain shipping center and an increasingly
active fruit growing area. These expanding agricultural sectors were greatly bolstered by the railroad,
which provided a readily accessible outlet to markets across the region, state, and nation. By the mid1880s the lands surrounding Winters were referred to as the, “fruit belt,” with thousands of acres of
intensively planted orchards. An article from the Sacramento Daily Union in 1887 proclaimed the area,
“the finest fruit and grain lands in the state, and it is claimed with reason, the world,” a sentiment that
found vocal support among the region’s speculators, landholders, and burgeoning farming community.
3.4.3

Early Project Site Development

As Winters became an established fruit growing region, large numbers of settlers purchased farmsteads
in the periphery of the growing town. Initially, much of the land was retained in somewhat sizeable
landholdings, with common holdings including hundreds of acres. By 1900, however, the area had been
increasingly subdivided, with 20, 40, and 60 acre holdings common, most of which were planted in
orchards (P.N. Ashley 1900). The subject property at 29711-29719 East Grant Avenue (McClish Ranch)
is representative of this general land use evolution, with the land transitioning from rancho to small
farmstead in the course of several decades.
Like much of the land surrounding Winters, the lands of present-day McClish Ranch were originally part of
Rancho Rio de los Putos. Research did not indicate what, if anything, was cultivated on this subject property
during this period, however it may have been utilized in some agriculturally-related capacity. By the 1880s,
the subject parcel, along with hundreds of acres of surrounding land including the current Jordan parcel, had
been sold to Henry A. Hill, whose family owned approximately one thousand acres of discontiguous land
around Winters, much of it purchased from Wolfskill (De Pue 1879). The Hill family had arrived in Yolo
County in the 1850s from Kentucky, with the brothers engaged in farming as well as commercial activities
around Winters (United States Federal Census 1850-1900). By 1900, the Hill family had sold their lands and
dispersed. After this, the present-day McClish parcel was cleaved off from the larger holdings and sold as a
forty acre site to successive orchardists (P.N. Ashley 1900). Between 1900 and 1920, as many as three
owners held the property, demonstrating a notable transience that seemed to typify the area during this
early, rapid period of development. Indeed, plat maps from the period attest to rapid turnover, with
agricultural lands changing hands with striking rapidity (Ashley 1909; Dingle 1915). This transience likely
stemmed from both fluctuations in the farming industry and the concurrent growth of cities such as San
Francisco and Oakland, which drew farmers from the hinterlands in increasing numbers.
During this period of ongoing transition, it is likely that the subject parcel was planted with orchards;
however, historic period maps indicate that the property did not contain any documented standing
structures (US Geological Survey 1916). Instead, records indicate that owners lived on other parcels in
the vicinity, with the orchard at the subject site existing as an ancillary investment property (United States
Federal Census 1900-1910). Thus, while the ranch was actively utilized during this early agricultural
development period, it was not developed with built environment features but was instead solely a
working agricultural landscape.
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3.4.4

Twentieth Century Project Site Development

The first documented structures in the project area occurred in the 1920s, with the initial development of
the present-day McClish farmstead. The site was purchased by a young couple, Rutherford A. Wells and
Elizabeth Wells, who appear to have been newly engaged in farming. The couple appears to have
developed the residence and several outbuildings, working the property as an orchard. Prior to moving to
Winters, R.A. hailed from Ventura, California, where he resided with foster parents, John and Luella
Graham. Elizabeth was from neighboring Woodland, where she had resided with mother Madge Porter, a
widowed music teacher (United States Federal Census 1900-1920). As depicted below, the 40-acre
parcel was surrounded by several sizeable holdings along Putah Creek, with a large number of similarly
modest parcels scattered around the immediate vicinity (Proctor 1926).

Plate 1.

Map Depicting Parcels

The farmstead was modest in scale, with a small barn, several shed-style outbuildings, and a small
residence. The complex typified such construction in the region, with virtually all of the surrounding
farmsteads developed in a similar type and manner. As discussed in detail in the accompanying DPR 523
that is included as Appendix B, interviews with McClish descendants indicate that the residential dwelling,
which is of a modest Tudor Cottage design, may have been constructed from a kit assembly. While
research and inspection were unable to confirm this, such construction was relatively common during the
era, with kit homes shipped by rail across the country in both rural and suburban locations. From 1910 to
1940, the Sears Company shipped as many as 100,000 such dwellings across the country. The
residences were designed to be economical and relatively simple to erect, and were designed according
to prevailing sentiments of public taste. Some of the most common designs from the 1920s included
bungalow style dwellings as well as English-themed design similar to that of the subject property (McClish
2014; Stevenson 1986:9).
Despite this substantial capital improvement, Wells sold the property in 1933 to James and Elizabeth
McClish, moving with his wife and young children to Berkeley where he became engaged in the building
trades (Yolo County Recorder’s Office 1933: Document 2036; United States Federal Census 1940). In
contrast to the brief tenure of the subject parcel’s earliest residents, the McClish family continuously
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owned the 40-acre farmstead from 1933 to the present. At the time of purchase, the McClish’s were a
young family, with a year-old son, Gale. Prior to purchasing the farmstead, the couple lived in Richmond,
with James working as an electrician and Elizabeth a teacher. Upon moving to the property the couple
had two more children, Donald and Nancy. According to family members, Donald took over management
of the farm in later years, with James McClish dying in 1994 and Elizabeth in 1993 (United States Federal
Census 1930-1940; McClish 2014; U.S. Social Security Death Index 1994).
Prior to the 1960s, the family farmed almonds and apricots, with orchards filling the entirety of the site’s
productive acreage. During this period, James McClish also owned and operated other farmland around
Winters, which was also primarily devoted to orchards. According to family members the orchards at this
subject site were removed in the 1960s, as economic factors and shifts in agriculture dictated a
conversion to row crops. This conversion was common throughout the Winters region in the middle
decades of the twentieth century, with substantial acreage in fruit orchards converted to nut production or
diversified crops including tomatoes, grains, alfalfa, and rice (LSA 2009; McClish 2014). By 1963, Yolo
County’s primary crop types were small grains such as barley and wheat, replacing the primacy of the
“Winters Fruit Belt,” and farms like that of the McClish’ (Yolo County 2002: 2-1).
In addition to the notable changes in land use patterns at the site in the latter decades of the twentieth
century, there were a number of changes to the farmstead’s buildings and structures. According to family
members, James McClish constructed a rear addition on the residence in the 1940s, as the family grew in
size. The addition expanded the kitchen, added a bathroom, and allowed for attic access via a new
interior stairwell leading to the roof. In addition, James added a second dwelling in the late 1940s, which
housed family members. Accompanying these residential changes, the family appears to have added a
number of utilitarian structures to the site, including several corrugated metal sheds. This ongoing
evolution is typical of such farmsteads, as evolving agricultural mandates and family requirements dictate
ongoing physical alteration (McClish 2014).
3.4.5

Modern Period

In 2012, the population of Winters approached 7000. While the town is still an agricultural hub for the
surrounding region, it is characterized by an increasingly diversified base that includes extensive
industrial, commercial, and residential development (City of Winters 2011). Further, the town is
increasingly integrated into the larger metropolitan area, with a number of bedroom-community residents
purchasing property and increased connectivity from the construction and expansion of Interstate 505 in
the latter half of the twentieth century. As such, the once relatively well-defined boundary between town
and country has been blurred, with residential subdivisions extending from the historic downtown core.
One such subdivision was developed immediately west of the McClish parcel in the 1990s, with intensive
residential construction immediately adjacent to the ranch’s outbuildings.
Currently the site is occupied by James McClish’s granddaughter, Laurie McClish. There are no
agricultural operations at the site, and almost all of the farming-related structures are vacant and
unutilized but for storage, with most in substantial disrepair. All of the early twentieth century orchards
have been removed, with only a few remnant non-commercial citrus trees surrounding the main
residence. Most recently, the land was leased to tenant operators who cultivated tomatoes, however this
was discontinued in the last decade. This trajectory mirrors that of many other parcels in the vicinity,
including that of the neighboring Jordan parcel, with the primacy of orchards ceding to row crops and, of
late, residential and industrial development from an expanding Winters (McClish 2014).
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4

Field Survey

4.1

Archaeology Methods

On December 31, 2013, Cardno ENTRIX Cultural Resources Specialists conducted a field survey of the
API (Figure 3). The survey consisted of walking systematic parallel transects spaced 5-10 meters apart.
During the survey, the Cultural Resources Specialists looked for indicators of past human activity, such as
stained midden soils, stone artifacts, historic artifacts, dietary shell and bone, and unnatural depressions
or mounds. Surface visibility at the time of the survey was fair, approximately 25%. The ground was
covered with riparian vegetation. Ground scrapes were performed intermittently to improve surface
conditions.

4.2

Architectural Resources Methods

Site documentation for this project included intensive level survey of the project API. All built environment
resources were documented during the course of survey on December 31, 2013, with all resources that
appeared to be from the historic period (45 years of age or older) fully photo documented and recorded in
the field. Digital photo documentation included documentation of all sections of the building or structure as
well as detailed photographs of any important features. In addition, recorders documented contextual
views of the subject resources, in order to properly assess the setting of the resources. In addition to
intensive survey, Cardno ENTRIX staff conducted several informal interviews with residents, including
descendants of long-term owner James McClish. These interviews focused on the physical development
of the site, including additions and alterations to buildings and any ongoing construction within the area.
All architectural documentation was overseen by an Architectural Historian meeting the Secretary of the
Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards (36 CFR Part 61).

4.3

Survey Findings

4.3.1

Archaeology

No previously recorded archaeological sites were identified within the API and no archaeological
materials were observed during the field survey. There is a moderate potential to encounter buried
archaeological sites in the API based on the alluvial make-up of the soils in the API. The general
topography of the API would allow for the development of a stable land forms prehistorically (paleosols),
which would have been necessary for prehistoric habitation. The result of the survey for archaeological
resources was negative.
4.3.2

Architectural Resources

No historic architectural resources were identified in the API; however, the McClish Ranch, at 2971129719 East Grant Avenue (APN 038-070-037;-038;-039), was identified just outside and adjacent to the
API (see Figure 4). The ranch property includes eight historic period elements, with two residences, a
barn, and five associated outbuildings (see Figure 4). All of the resources were documented and
evaluated on a single DPR 523 Form, as all were associated elements of a singly-owned property. The
parcels in the API did not contain any historic period buildings, structures, or objects, with only a modern
utility box noted at the site.
The following section includes a summary description and evaluation statement for all documented
historic period properties. The properties were evaluated under the criteria of both the CRHR and the
NRHP, which are summarized below.
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4.3.2.1

Evaluation Criteria

The criteria for significance under the CRHR is codified in California Public Resources Code Section
5024.1 and summarized below. In order to be eligible for the CRHR and considered a historical resource
a property must be:
> Criterion 1: Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
local or regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the United States (Criterion 1).
> Criterion 2: Associated with the lives of persons important to local, California or national history
(Criterion 2).
> Criterion 3: Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or method of construction
or represents the work of a master or possesses high artistic values (Criterion 3).
> Criterion 4: Has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or history
of the local area, California or the nation (Criterion 4).
Please note that the criteria for significance under the NRHP (codified in 36 CFR Section 60.4) mirrors
that of the CRHR, with the same significance criteria but for a naming convention of A, B, C, and D in
place of the CRHR’s numeric system. This study evaluated under both the NRHP and CRHR.
In addition to possessing significance under one or more of the criteria for listing, a property must convey
integrity, which is assessed by seven aspects: materials, workmanship, design, setting, feeling,
association, and location. These aspects of integrity allow a property to convey its historic associations,
with otherwise significant properties not eligible for listing without sufficient retention of integrity.
4.3.2.1.1

Resource Summary

The McClish Ranch property included eight historic period built environment resources. For clarity in
documentation, each of the buildings was given a Structure Number, with Structures 1-8. In addition to
these structures is a single modern period shed (circa 1990s) which was documented as Structure 9 but
not evaluated. A description of each is included below, with more detailed description and photographic
documentation included in Appendix B.
> Structure 1 is a 1 ½ story 1920s Tudor-Cottage style residence that fronts East Grant Avenue /
Highway 128. The home is fronted by a small circular drive and surrounded by a mature landscaped
yard, containing a variety of ornamental trees including London Plane, along with several citrus trees.
The residence is characteristic of a modest Tudor Cottage style, with a complex cross gable roof with
flared eaves and areas of decorative bargeboard. The foundation of the building is concrete, the roof is
sheathed in composition shingles, and the building is framed in clapboard siding with stucco-treated
board and batten detailing in the gable ends. A large 1940s addition extends from the south side of the
building.
> Structure 2 is a vehicular garage associated with the main residence. The building is of a utilitarian
design, with a front gable roof and overhead-hung sliding doors centered upon the north side. The
doors are of a wood panel design, with six-light fixed windows. The building is partially sheathed in
wood siding, with some areas appearing to be sheathed in replacement vinyl.
> Structure 3 is a small secondary residence that stands to the south of the primary residence. The
building was constructed in the 1940s for extended family members. The wood frame, side gable
building is sheathed in clapboard siding and is approximately 800 square feet in size, with a sloping
shed roof overhang on the east side.
The remainder of the structures are utilitarian buildings related to the agricultural operations of the
property. The buildings appear to have been developed from the 1920s to the 1940s and were utilized
as processing and storage areas for the almond and apricot operations at the ranch, as well as for
miscellaneous storage and operational uses. The buildings are clustered to the south of the residential
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structures (see Figure 4 for resource Map). Many are highly deteriorated, with missing windows, roof
sheathing, and compromised framing members. At present, a modern subdivision stands immediately
to the west of the complex.
> Structure 4 is an approximately 3000 square foot wood-sided barn. The building is in a highly
deteriorated state, with compromised structural elements, siding, and roofing. The building is a three
bay structure, with a large two-story central bay flanked by a single-story side bay and shed roof openair extension. As designed, the central bay was accessed by overhead hung wood doors, however the
doors have since been removed and the barn is open to the air. The roof is sheathed in corrugated
metal. In the eastern portion of the barn, trees have grown through the roof.
> Structure 5 is an open-air shed that stands to the south of the barn. The lean-to roof is highly
deteriorated, with much of the sheathing missing and the wood framing compromised. Mature trees
grow through the roof of the structure. The building is sheathed in a mixture of vertical and horizontal
milled lumber, all of which is highly deteriorated.
> Structure 6 is a utilitarian side gable shed. The roof is sheathed in corrugated metal. Overhead hung
sliding metal doors line the building. A small window with a metal grate is also located on the east side
of the building. The shed has a concrete foundation and concrete floor. On the east side of the
building, faint outlines of painted words and letters are visible. “MONUMENTS” is the most visible, with
outlines of other letters present but not legible. According to the granddaughter of the original property
owner, her grandfather bought this shed from another property in Winters, and had it moved onto its
current location, although she was unsure of the date of this activity.
> Structure 7 is a side gable shed that stands to the south of Structure 6. The walls are sheathed in
vertical milled lumber and the roof is sheathed in corrugated metal. In areas of the roof the metal is
peeling away, exposing the underlayers of the roof system. Sliding metal doors line the north, south
and east sides of the building. The west side of the building features a ribbon window in original wood
framing.
> Structure 8 is a shed located equidistant between the residential cluster of buildings and Structures 47 and appears to be of a more recent construction than the structures to the south. The small shed is
sheathed entirely in corrugated metal. The building features a side gable main body with a shed roof
extension that is partially open to the air. Two overhung sliding metal doors line the east and west
sides of the building. The shed has a concrete foundation.
> Structure 9 is a small modern open-air shed that stands on a concrete pad.
4.3.2.1.2

Resource Evaluation

While the multicomponent historic period property is generally reflective of the agricultural development of
Winters and Yolo County, it lacks direct associations under all of the criteria for significance of the CRHR.
In addition, with the mid-twentieth century removal of all associated orchards and the ongoing alterations
of the property’s buildings, the property cannot convey integrity to any potentially significant period. As
such, it appears that the subject parcel is not eligible for listing on the CRHR. Additionally, the property
does not appear eligible for any local listing as a cultural resource, as defined in Winters Municipal Code
(Chapter 17.108.020), which largely follows that of the CRHR.
Under CRHR Criterion 1, the modest agricultural property does not convey distinctive themes relating to the
agricultural, social, or economic development of Winters or Yolo County. Like much of the land in the area,
the property was part of a former land grant holding, which was gradually subdivided throughout the closing
decades of the nineteenth century. As was common in the Winters region during the historic period, the
property was planted with a mixed orchard for much of the twentieth century. This land use pattern typified
the region and does not convey distinctive facets of Winters’ or Yolo County’s agricultural development.
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Further, with the late twentieth century removal of the orchards, the property no longer retains integrity to
convey any potentially significant associations to any of these historical themes of development.
Under CRHR Criterion 2, the property does not appear to be associated with any individuals who made
significant contributions to the historical development of Winters or Yolo County. Although the lands were
a very small component of the Wolfskill rancho, there is no evidence in the historic record that these 40
acres have any direct or important ties to the Wolfskill family. Following subdivision, the property was
associated with as many as six owners, most of whom appear to have resided elsewhere and solely
utilized the parcel for ancillary agricultural operations. As such, the property cannot convey any direct
associations with these individuals. While the McClish family does hold direct and long-term associations
to the property, the family’s association with the property does not appear significant under this Criterion.
Both within the community of Winters and Yolo County as a whole, agricultural development has been
defined by multigenerational farm families like that of the McClish Ranch, and their associations to the
property do not appear to be representative of important or significant themes of development.
The subject property does not appear to have significant associations under CRHR Criterion 3, nor does it
appear to have sufficient integrity to convey any potential significance under this Criterion. As a modest
agricultural farmstead, the property does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction; nor do the buildings represent the work of a master. Rather, the ranch typifies
residential and agricultural development from the period, with modest utilitarian outbuildings and
residential structures that were adapted and added over time to support the changing mandates of the
farm. The various outbuildings and barn are of a ubiquitous and common utilitarian design. Further, most
are physically compromised to such an extent that integrity of material, workmanship, design have been
undermined. While Structure 1, the main residence, does bear some interest as a potential kit house, this
potential association does not merit considerations under this Criterion both because of a lack of overall
significance and a lack of integrity. If a kit house, the cottage-style dwelling was one of up to 100,000 that
were erected across the country, and was erected in the late-stages of the kit house era. The form of the
building is reminiscent to some of Sear’s most common and well documented 1920s models, including
the Riverside, the Wilmore, and the Jewel (Stevenson 1987). The building has been altered substantially
since construction, with a large addition changing the overall floorplan and exterior envelope and a
number of material changes including the replacement of associated fixtures and features. As such, the
structure does not appear to convey either sufficient significance or integrity to be an important
representative of this potentially-associated construction typology. This evaluation is in keeping with
others that have addressed potential kit house representatives, which have largely found that strong
material integrity and historical significance within a larger social or economic context is necessary for
consideration for listing.
The property does not appear likely to yield significant informational associations under (CRHR) Criterion 4.
The associated outbuildings and barn are of an exceedingly common design that is well represented in both
the historic record and extant landscape of Winters and Yolo County. Similarly, the residential structure
does not seem to be an important source of information regarding the history of either the region or housing
construction in general. If a kit house, the overall type is well-represented in the historic record, with archives
and repositories containing detailed blue prints of catalogue offerings. Further, because both the interior and
exterior of the building were altered after construction, the residence does not retain sufficient integrity to
yield informational potential regarding any standardized plans. The original configurations, floor plan, and
material have been altered and as such significant informational potential is unlikely.
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As previously discussed, in addition to a lack of significance under any of the listed criteria, the property
lacks sufficient integrity of materials, workmanship, design, setting, feeling, and association. Alterations
and deterioration have undermined the physical integrity of the property, with a significant loss of historic
material, design, and workmanship evident throughout. In addition, removal of the original orchards
coupled with encroachment of residential development has undermined integrity of setting, feeling, and
association. As an assemblage, the property is unable to convey notable association as a late nineteenth
or early twentieth century orchard.
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5

Conclusions

5.1

Archaeological Resources

As described above, the NWIC records search, literature review, and survey did not identify any
archaeological resources with the API. The buried site sensitivity analysis conducted for the project
concluded that the API has a moderate sensitivity for buried archaeological resources. It is possible, that
the Project-related ground disturbing activities might encounter unrecorded sites or deposits that were not
observable on the ground surface during the survey.
If subsurface cultural resources, such as chipped or ground stone, historic debris, buildings foundations,
or human bone, are inadvertently uncovered during ground disturbing activities, it is recommended that
work stop in that area and within 150 feet of the find until a PG&E CRS and/or its assigned qualified
archaeologist can assess the significance of the find, and, if warranted, develop appropriate treatment
measures in consultation with PG&E, Yolo County, and any other applicable agencies.

5.2

Architectural Resources

Survey for this project included comprehensive documentation of all built environment features directly
and indirectly impacted by the Project. It does not appear that any of the historic period built environment
resources surveyed as part of this study are eligible for listing on either the CRHR, nor do they appear
eligible for local listing. As such, it does not appear that there are any historical resources for the purpose
of CEQA in the Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center Project API. Please refer to the
DPR 523 in Appendix C for detailed inventory and evaluation.
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State of California – The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary # _____________________________________
HRI # ________________________________________

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial _____________________________________
NRHP Status Code
6Z
Other Listings _______________________________________________________________
Review Code __________ Reviewer ____________________________ Date ___________

Page

1 of 18

P1. Other Identifier: McClish

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

29711-29719 East Grant Avenue

Ranch

*P2. Location:  Not for Publication  Unrestricted
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad Winters, California; Portion of Rancho

*a. County

Yolo

Rio De Los Putos
East Grant Avenue City Winters, CA Zip 95694
(give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone 10; 590719 mE/ 4264992 Mn (GPS)

c. Address 29711-29719

d. UTM:
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

APN 038-070-037; -038; -039

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

The site is a 40 acre farmstead located approximately one-half mile from downtown Winters, California. The site includes a
1920s primary residence with associated garage; a 1940s secondary dwelling; an early twentieth century wooden barn; and
five small utilitarian sheds of varying ages and material. The structures are grouped on the west side of the property, with a
fallow field stretching to the west of the building compound. Historically, the ranch housed almond and apricot orchards,
however the orchards have since been removed and no agricultural operations are extant at the site. In addition to the named
buildings, some debris is scattered around the site, including automobiles and other farm implements. The property is
surrounded by residential subdivisions to the west, East Grant Avenue to the north, Interstate 505 to the east, and Putah
Creek to the south. See Continuation Sheet for detailed description and evaluation of the property.
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP33 – Farm/Ranch
*P4. Resources Present:  Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date,
P5a. Photo or Drawing (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.)
accession #) Photograph 1: Overview

of

residential compound, camera facing
north (12/31/2013).
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
 Historic  Prehistoric  Both

Circa 1920s (Owner Correspondence,
Topographic Maps, County Records).
*P7. Owner and Address:

McClish / Newkom Family
29711-29719 East Grant Avenue
Winters, CA 95694

*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Erin Mick, Joe Fayer, and Polly Allen
Cardno Entrix
700 University Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95825
*P9. Date Recorded: December 31, 2013
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)

Intensive

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”)

Cardno Entrix, “Cultural Resources Survey Report for
the Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center Project, Winters, Yolo County, CA” August 2014.
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record  Archaeological Record
 District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record  Artifact Record  Photograph Record

 Other (list) __________________
DPR 523A (1/95)

*Required Information

State of California – The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

Page

Primary # _____________________________________
HRI # ________________________________________

2 of 18
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

*NRHP Status Code 6Z
29711-29719 East Grant Avenue

B1. Historic Name:

McClish Ranch
B2. Common Name: McClish Ranch
B3. Original Use: Apricot and almond ranch B4. Present Use: Residential dwelling, fallow agricultural lands
*B5. Architectural Style: Tudor Cottage, utilitarian outbuildings
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations) Original building permits do not appear to be on file in
Yolo County or Winters, however available topographic and aerial records and interviews with McClish family descendants
indicate that the property was developed in the 1920s, with construction of the primary residence, garage, and barn during
this period (Structures 1, 2, and 4). The secondary dwelling (Structure 3) and some of the utilitarian sheds (5, 6, 7, 8) were
added in later decades (1930s-1950s) by the McClish family to accommodate agricultural operations at the site. Major
alterations to the property include an addition to the primary residence that was completed by James McClish in the 1940s,
and construction of Structure 3 in the 1940s. Additionally, the removal of associated orchards in the 1960s has altered the
setting of the property.
 No  Yes  Unknown
Date: Unknown
Original Location: McClish descendants state that one
outbuilding (Structure 5) was moved to the site from an unknown Winters location. No other buildings are
thought to have been moved.
*B7. Moved?

*B8. Related Features:
B9. Architect:

Unknown

None
b. Builder:

Unknown

*B10. Significance: Theme

Agricultural Development Area Winters, Yolo County
1920-1965 Property Type Farm/Ranch Applicable Criteria

Period of Significance
n/a
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

The McClish Ranch property at 29711-29719 East Grant Avenue in Winters, California does not appear eligible for
individual listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) or the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP), nor does it appear to be a contributor to any potential CRHR or NRHP historic district. The property has been
evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (CEQA),
using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and does not appear to be a historical
resource for the purpose of CEQA. In addition, the property does not appear to be a cultural resource under the provisions
of City of Winters Municipal Code Chapter 17.108: Historical Preservation. See Continuation Sheet for full evaluation and
contextual information.
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12.

______

References:

Yolo County Recorder’s Office; United States
Federal Census Records; Houses By Mail (National Trust For Historic
Preservation); History of Yolo County (Gregory, 1913); Yolo County:
Land of Changing Patterns (Larkey, 1987); Yolo County 2030 General
Plan Environmental Impact Report; David Rumsey Map Collection;
Sears Archives; Historical Resources Information System Northwest
Information Center; Records of City of Winters City Manager’s Office;
Winters’ Architectural Heritage (Historic Environment Consultants,
1983) Oral interviews with Laurie McClish, Gwen McClish Bertinoia,
and Martin Newkom; please see continuation sheets for additional
references.

See Continuation Sheet for Sketch Map
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P3a. Description (continued):
For clarity in documentation, the nine named structures have been assigned structure numbers: Primary Residence: Structure
1, Garage: 2, Secondary Dwelling: 3. Barn: 4, Secondary Sheds: 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
Structure 1 is a 1 ½ story Tudor-Cottage style residence that fronts East Grant Avenue / Highway 128 (Photographs 2, 3,
4, and 5). The home is fronted by a small circular drive and surrounded by a mature landscaped yard, containing a variety of
ornamental trees including London Plane, along with several citrus trees. The east side of the house is overgrown with
encroaching vines, shrouding much of the eastern perimeter of the building.
The residence is characteristic of a modest Tudor Cottage style, with a complex cross gable roof with flared eaves and areas
of decorative bargeboard. The foundation of the building is concrete, the roof is sheathed in composition shingles, and the
building is framed in clapboard siding with stucco-treated board and batten detailing in the gable ends. The entry, which is
centered in an articulated gable, is centered on the front of the building (north side) and is accessed by a low concrete stoop.
The entry is of a circular arch design, with original framing intact (Photograph 2). Several pairs of windows flank the entry,
all of which are wood frame four-over-four double hung with original members intact. All of the windows lining the
building appear to be of this design and material. The east side of the building is punctuated by three sets of windows at the
first level, with a steeply pitched cross gable featuring a large attic vent and board and batten detailing (Photograph 3). A
brick chimney rises from the roof above this elevation. The south side of the building features a prominent addition
(Photographs 5 and 6) that was added by James McClish in the 1940s. The addition has an irregular roofline and includes a
rear porch with a secondary entry area, bathroom, and interior stairs to reach the original attic through a door opening to the
roof. Several pairs of windows line the rear addition, all of which are of a similar design to those which line the main body
of the building. The west side of the building (Photograph 5) features a number of rooflines, with a multiple-gabled main
body dating from the original construction punctuated by the large irregular rear addition discussed above. A secondary
entry lines this wall, which was added on with the rear addition. Pairs of windows line the west side, of the same design as
those discussed previously, and the gable ends feature vents, with the larger gable featuring board and batten detailing.
During the site visit and in a follow-up interview, a McClish descendant stated that when her grandfather purchased the
property in the 1930s he was informed by the previous owners that the property was a Sears Roebuck Kit House. Research
and oral interviews undertaken for this project were unable to confirm this assertion, although the house does bear
resemblance to some Sears kit house plans of the period. As part of this research both the Sears Archives and other
publications on Sears plans were consulted, including the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s, Houses By Mail
collection of blueprints, and researchers were unable to find a matching blueprint for the property. Further, no identifiable
markings on lumber or millwork were found, and all plumbing and fittings have been replaced (circa 1940s and onward) and
as a result no identifiable Sears and Roebuck markings were noted on any interior fixtures. Thus, while the residence may
be a kit house, it has not been confirmed and is not definitively of a Sears Roebuck design rather than that of another
prefabricated company. Additionally, the 1940s McClish addition has altered the original plan of the building, which further
precludes clear interpretation of the building as a potential kit house.
Structure 2 is a vehicular garage associated with the main residence (Photograph 7). The building is of a utilitarian design,
with a front gable roof and overhead-hung sliding doors centered upon the north side. The doors are of a wood panel design,
with six-light fixed windows. The building is partially sheathed in wood siding, with some areas appearing to be sheathed in
replacement vinyl. The roof rafters are exposed and the roof is sheathed in composition shingle. A utilitarian vent is
centered at the top of the gable.
Structure 3 is a small secondary residence that stands to the south of the primary residence (Photograph 8). The building
was constructed by James McClish in the 1940s for extended family members. The wood frame, side gable building is
approximately 800 square feet in size, with a sloping shed roof overhang on the east side. The building is sheathed in wood
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P3a. Description (continued):
clapboard and has a corrugated metal roof. Fenestration is minimal, with a centered entry flanked by six-over-six double
hung vinyl windows, replacements to the original.
The remainder of the structures are utilitarian buildings related to the agricultural operations of the property. The buildings
appear to have been developed from the 1920s to the 1940s and were utilized as processing and storage areas for the almond
and apricot operations at the ranch, as well as for miscellaneous storage and operational uses. The buildings are clustered to
the south of the residential structures (Photograph 9 and Sketch Map). According to McClish family members the
orchards were removed in the 1960s, and since then the buildings have not been in intensive use. As a result many are
highly deteriorated, with missing windows, roof sheathing, and compromised framing members. At present, a modern
subdivision stands immediately to the west of the complex.
Structure 4 is an approximately 3000 square foot wood-sided barn (Photograph 10). The building is in a highly
deteriorated state, with compromised structural elements, siding, and roofing. The building is a three bay structure, with a
large two-story central bay flanked by a single-story side bay and shed roof open-air extension. As designed, the central bay
was accessed by overhead hung wood doors, however the doors have since been removed and the barn is open to the air.
The roof is sheathed in corrugated metal. In the eastern portion of the barn, trees have grown through the roof.
Structure 5 is an open-air shed that stands to the south of the barn (Photograph 11). The building stands on a concrete pad,
which extends outward from the structure and suggests that the area may once have been developed with a larger building
which has since been demolished. The standing shed was likely a processing shed for almonds and apricots. The lean-to
roof is highly deteriorated, with much of the sheathing missing and the wood framing compromised. Mature trees grow
through the roof of the structure. The building is sheathed in a mixture of vertical and horizontal milled lumber, all of which
is highly deteriorated.
Structure 6 is a utilitarian side gable shed (Photograph 12). The building measures 600 square feet. The roof is sheathed
in corrugated metal. Overhead hung sliding metal doors line the building. A small window with a metal grate is also located
on the east side of the building. The shed has a concrete foundation and concrete floor. On the east side of the building, faint
outlines of painted words and letters are visible. “MONUMENTS” is the most visible, with outlines of other letters present
but not legible. According to the granddaughter of the original property owner, her grandfather bought this shed from
another property in Winters, and had it moved onto its current location, although she was unsure of the date of this activity.
Structure 7 is a side gable shed that stands to the south of Structure 6 (Photographs 13 and 14). The shed is
approximately 700 square feet in size. The walls are sheathed in vertical milled lumber and the roof is sheathed in
corrugated metal. In areas of the roof the metal is peeling away, exposing the underlayers of the roof system. Sliding metal
doors line the north, south and east sides of the building. The west side of the building features a ribbon window in original
wood framing.
Structure 8 is located equidistant between the residential cluster of buildings and Structures 4-7 and appears to be of a more
recent construction than the structures to the south (Photograph 15). The small shed is sheathed entirely in corrugated
metal. The building is approximately 600 square feet and features a side gable main body with a shed roof extension that is
partially open to the air. Two overhung sliding metal doors line the east and west sides of the building. The shed has a
concrete foundation.
Structure 9 is a modern open-air shed that stands on a concrete pad. The structure was not photographed because of field
safety concerns with dogs at site.
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B10. Significance (continued):
Historic Context
The small farmstead at 29711-29719 East Grant Avenue was established in the 1920s by Rutherford A (R.A.) Wells and his
wife Elizabeth, a young married couple who appear to have been newly engaged in farming. The couple appears to have
developed the residence and several outbuildings, working the property as an orchard. Prior to moving to Winters, R.A.
hailed from Ventura, California, where he resided with foster parents, John and Luella Graham. Elizabeth was from
neighboring Woodland, where she had resided with mother Madge Porter, a widowed music teacher. 1
At the time of this modest property’s development, the agricultural lands around Winters were increasingly being settled and
cultivated by small-scale farmers and orchardists. While a number of large landholders retained significant acreage
throughout Yolo County, the lands surrounding Winters were largely divided into 20, 40, 60, and 80 acre lots, with much of
this acreage planted with an array of fruit and nut trees. As depicted in Figure 1, in 1926 the Wells property was surrounded
by several sizeable holdings along Putah Creek, with a large number of similarly modest parcels scattered around the
immediate vicinity. 2

Figure 1: Portion of Official Map of Yolo County, California, 1926

While the Wells appear to be the first family to erect a residence and structures at the site, the 40 acre subject parcel had
been owned, and likely farmed, by several agriculturalists prior to their purchase. The lands were originally part of the
approximately 17,000 acre Rancho Rio de los Putos, a Mexican land grant that encompassed the lands around Putah Creek
and present day Winters. The land grant was given to William Wolfskill in 1842, and was managed and farmed by his
brother John Wolfskill for much of the nineteenth century. During this period, thousands of acres of the rancho lands were
1
2

United States Federal Census Records 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930;
Official Map of Yolo County, California, 1926 (Woodland: A.G. Proctor)
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utilized for a variety of grains, fruits, nuts, and vines. Research did not indicate what, if anything, was cultivated on this
subject property, however it was likely utilized in some agriculturally-related capacity during this early period. 3
By the 1870s, large portions of the Wolfskill lands had been sold to farmers and land speculators, including Theodore
Winters, whose land was ultimately developed as the town of Winters. In 1880, the nascent town of Winters had a
population of 523, most of whom were engaged in farming. By this time, the area was both an important grain shipping
center and an increasingly active fruit growing area. These expanding agricultural sectors were greatly bolstered by the
newly constructed Vaca Valley Railroad, which terminated in Winters. By the mid-1880s the lands surrounding Winters
were referred to as the, “fruit belt,” with thousands of acres of intensively planted orchards. An article from the Sacramento
Daily Union in 1887 proclaimed the area, “the finest fruit and grain lands in the state, and it is claimed with reason, the
world,” a sentiment that found vocal support among the region’s speculators, landholders, and burgeoning farming
community. 4
By the 1880s, the subject parcel at 29711-29719 East Grant Avenue was part of a larger landholding held by Henry A. Hill,
whose family owned approximately one thousand acres of discontiguous land around Winters. The Hill family had arrived
in Yolo County in the 1850s from Kentucky, with the brothers engaged in farming as well as commercial activities around
Winters. By 1900, the Hill family had sold their lands and dispersed, with this 40 acre parcel purchased by John H. Ormsby,
an orchardist born in 1818 in Ohio. The Ormsby family owned the property for the next decade. In addition to this land, the
family owned an 88 acre parcel directly to the north, which appears to have been where they resided. It is likely that the
study property was planted with orchards at this time, however historic period maps indicate that the property did not
contain any documented standing structures during this period. By 1909, the Ormsby family had sold the land to Ishmael J.
Elliot, an orchardist from Winters. Like previous owners, it does not appear that Elliot developed structures at the site.
Elliot died in 1913, after which the property appears to have been held by Marcus Wyatt, an established Winters banker.5
Thus, while the historic record indicates that the subject parcel of land was utilized for farming in some capacity from the
latter half of the nineteenth century, it was not until Wells’ purchase in the mid-1920s that the property appears to have been
intensively developed with structural features. While research did not locate any original building permits on file with Yolo
County or the City of Winters, it appears that Wells constructed the residence and garage (Structures 1 and 2), barn
(Structure 4), and possibly several outbuildings. As discussed in the description section, the residence may have been built
from a kit assembly, however blueprint research and material inspection has not been able to corroborate this claim. Despite
this substantial capital improvement, Wells sold the property in 1933 to James and Elizabeth McClish, moving with his wife
and young children to Berkeley where he became engaged in the building trades.6
In contrast to the brief tenure of the subject parcel’s earliest residents, the McClish family continuously owned the 40 acre
farmstead from 1933 to the present. At the time of purchase, the McClish’s were a young family, with a year-old son, Gale.
Prior to purchasing the farmstead, the couple lived in Richmond, with James working as an electrician and Elizabeth a
teacher. Upon moving to the property the couple had two more children, Donald and Nancy. According to family members,
Donald took over management of the farm in later years, with James McClish dying in 1994 and Elizabeth in 1993. 7
3

Diseno del Rancho Rio de los Putos, 1858
(United States District Court, Land Case 232 ND, accessed at http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/hb6t1nb3h3/, February 4, 2014); Joann
L. Larkey, Yolo County: Land of Changing Patterns (Northride, California: Windsor Publications, 1987).
4
Yolo County 2030 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (LSA Associates, Inc. prepared for Yolo County, 2009), 515; “Winters
Fruit Belt,” Sacramento Daily Union, Volume 58, No. 30, September 24, 1887.
5
Official Map of Yolo County, California (San Francisco: De Pue and Company, 1879); United States Federal Census Records 1870,
1880, 1890, 1900, 1910, 1920; Official Map of Yolo County, California (Woodland: P.N. Ashley, 1900); Winters Quadrangle
(Washington D.C.: United States Geological Survey); Official Map of Yolo County, California (Woodland: P.N. Ashley, 1909); Official
Map of Yolo County, California (Woodland: A.G. Proctor, 1915).
6
United States Federal Census Records 1940.
7
Oral interviews with Laurie McClish, Gwen McClish Bertinoia, and Martin Newkom; United States Federal Census Records 1940.
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Prior to the 1960s, the family farmed almonds and apricots, with orchards filling the entirety of the site’s productive acreage.
During this period, James McClish also owned and operated other farmland around Winters, which was also primarily
devoted to orchards. According to family members the orchards at this subject site were removed in the 1960s, as economic
factors and shifts in agriculture dictated a conversion to row crops. Most recently, the land was leased to tenant operators
who cultivated tomatoes, however at present the land is fallow. This trajectory mirrors that of other parcels in the vicinity,
with the primacy of orchards ceding to row crops and, of late, residential sprawl from an expanding Winters. 8
In addition to the notable changes in land use patterns at the site in the latter decades of the twentieth century, there were a
number of changes to the farmstead’s buildings and structures. According to family members, James McClish constructed a
rear addition on the residence (Structure 1) in the 1940s, as the family grew in size. The addition expanded the kitchen,
added a bathroom, and allowed for attic access via a new interior stairwell leading to the roof. In addition, James added a
second dwelling in the late 1940s, which housed his then-adult son Gale’s family. Accompanying these residential changes,
the family appears to have added a number of utilitarian structures to the site, including several corrugated metal sheds
(Structures 6 and 8) as well as temporary utilitarian features including a metal frame corral (Structure 9). This ongoing
evolution is typical of such farmsteads, as evolving agricultural mandates and family requirements dictate ongoing physical
alteration. Currently the site is occupied by James McClish’s granddaughter, Laurie McClish. There are no agricultural
operations at the site, and almost all of the farming-related structures are vacant and unutilized but for storage, with most in
substantial disrepair.
Evaluation
While the subject parcel at 29711-29719 East Grant Avenue is generally reflective of the agricultural development of
Winters and Yolo County, it lacks direct associations under all of the criteria for significance of the CRHR and NRHP. In
addition, with the mid-twentieth century removal of all associated orchards and the ongoing alterations of the property’s
buildings, the property cannot convey integrity to any potentially significant period. As such, it appears that the subject
parcel is not eligible for listing on the CRHR or the NRHP. Additionally, the property does not appear eligible for any local
listing as a cultural resource, as defined in Winters Municipal Code (Chapter 17.108.020), which largely follows that of the
CRHR and NRHP.
Under CRHR Criterion 1 (NRHP Criterion A), the modest agricultural property does not convey distinctive themes relating
to the agricultural, social, or economic development of Winters or Yolo County. Like much of the land in the area, the
property was part of a former land grant holding, which was gradually subdivided throughout the closing decades of the
nineteenth century. As was common in the Winters region during the historic period, the property was planted with a mixed
orchard for much of the twentieth century. This land use pattern typified the region and does not convey distinctive facets of
Winters’ or Yolo County’s agricultural development. Further, with the late twentieth century removal of the orchards, the
property no longer retains integrity to convey any potentially significant associations to any of these historical themes of
development.
Under CRHR Criterion 2 (NRHP Criterion B), the property does not appear to be associated with any individuals who made
significant contributions to the historical development of Winters or Yolo County. Although the lands were a very small
component of the Wolfskill rancho, there is no evidence in the historic record that these 40 acres have any direct or
important ties to the Wolfskill family. Following subdivision, the property was associated with as many as six owners, most
of whom appear to have resided elsewhere and solely utilized the parcel for ancillary agricultural operations. As such, the
property cannot convey any direct associations with these individuals. While the McClish family does hold direct and longterm associations to the property, the family’s association with the property does not appear significant under this Criterion.
Both within the community of Winters and Yolo County as a whole, agricultural development has been defined by
8

Oral interviews with Laurie McClish, Gwen McClish Bertinoia, and Martin Newkom.
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B10. Significance (continued):
multigenerational farm families like that of the McClish Ranch, and their associations to the property do not appear to be
representative of important or significant themes of development.
The subject property does not appear to have significant associations under CRHR Criterion 3 (NRHP Criterion C), nor does
it appear to have sufficient integrity to convey any potential significance under this Criterion. As a modest agricultural
farmstead, the property does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; nor do the
buildings represent the work of a master. Rather, the ranch typifies residential and agricultural development from the period,
with modest utilitarian outbuildings and residential structures that were adapted and added over time to support the changing
mandates of the farm. The various outbuildings and barn are of a ubiquitous and common utilitarian design. Further, most
are physically compromised to such an extent that integrity of material, workmanship, design have been undermined. While
Structure 1, the main residence, does bear some interest as a potential kit house, this potential association does not merit
considerations under this Criterion both because of a lack of overall significance and a lack of integrity. If a kit house, the
cottage-style dwelling was one of up to 100,000 that were erected across the country, and was erected in the late-stages of
the kit house era. The form of the building is reminiscent to some of Sear’s most common and well documented 1920s
models, including the Riverside, the Wilmore, and the Jewel. The building has been altered substantially since construction,
with a large addition changing the overall floorplan and exterior envelope and a number of material changes including the
replacement of associated fixtures and features. As such, the structure does not appear to convey either sufficient
significance or integrity to be an important representative of this potentially-associated construction typology. This
evaluation is in keeping with others that have addressed potential kit house representatives, which have largely found that
strong material integrity and historical significance within a larger social or economic context is necessary for consideration
for listing. 9
The property does not appear likely to yield significant informational associations under (CRHR) Criterion 4 (NRHP
Criterion D). The associated outbuildings and barn are of an exceedingly common design that is well represented in both the
historic record and extant landscape of Winters and Yolo County. Similarly, the residential structure does not seem to be an
important source of information regarding the history of either the region or housing construction in general. If a kit house,
the overall type is well-represented in the historic record, with archives and repositories containing detailed blue prints of
catalogue offerings. Further, because both the interior and exterior of the building were altered after construction, the
residence does not retain sufficient integrity to yield informational potential regarding any standardized plans. The original
configurations, floor plan, and material have been altered and as such significant informational potential is unlikely.
As previously discussed, in addition to a lack of significance under any of the listed criteria, the property lacks sufficient
integrity of materials, workmanship, design, setting, feeling, and association. Alterations and deterioration have undermined
the physical integrity of the property, with a significant loss of historic material, design, and workmanship evident
throughout. In addition, removal of the original orchards coupled with encroachment of residential development has
undermined integrity of setting, feeling, and association. As an assemblage, the property is unable to convey notable
association as a late nineteenth or early twentieth century orchard.

9

House in a Box: Prefabricated Housing in the Jackson Purchase Cultural Landscape Region, 1900 to 1960 (Kentucky Heritage
Council, 2006); Historic Residential Suburbs: Guidelines for Evaluation and Documentation for the National Register of Historic Places
(National Park Service, 2002).
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 2: Structure 1, facing south, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 3: Structure 1, camera facing west, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 4: Structure 1, camera facing north, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 5: Structure 1, camera facing east, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 6: Structure 1, rear addition detail, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 7: Structure 2, facing south, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 8: Structure 3, facing east, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 8: Structure 3, facing north, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 11: Assemblage of agricultural structures, facing north, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 10: Structure 4, facing northeast, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 11: Structure 5, facing northeast, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 12: Structure 6, facing west, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 13: Structure 7, facing west, December 31, 2013.

Photograph 14: Structure 7, facing southwest, December 31, 2013.
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Photographs (continued):

Photograph 15: Structure 8, facing northeast, December 31, 2013.
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Nate Lishman, Sr. Land Planner

From:

Stephanie Cimino, Sr. Cultural Resources Specialist

Subject:

Supplemental Cultural Resources Memo for the Winters Gas Operations
Technical Training Center Project, Yolo County, California

Introduction
This memorandum is a supplement to Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) efforts to
identify significant cultural resources within the Area of Potential Impact (API) for the
Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center Project (Project) in Winters, Yolo
County, California (Attachment A).
It was brought to the attention of PG&E that potentially historic artifacts were exposed
due to a recent fire on a parcel adjacent to the Project API. As this parcel is not part of
the Project footprint, it has not been previously examined for the presence of cultural
resources. In February 2015, PG&E surveyed the parcel which resulted in the
recordation of two historic trash scatters. The resources do not appear to be historical
resources for purposes of CEQA, and they will not be impacted by the Project.
Cultural Resources Identification Efforts
Pre-field
A cultural resources inventory was completed for the Project in 2014 that included a
records search, field survey, Native American outreach and evaluation of resources
within and adjacent to the API (Cardno 2014). The inventory did not identify any
cultural resources within the API. The inventory identified one historic-era resource
immediately adjacent to the API consisting of a ranch complex at 29711-29719 East
Grant Avenue. The property was determined to be not eligible for the California
Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) (Cardno 2014).
Approximately 3.5 acres of additional work areas were added to the project in late
2014. Review of the 2014 records search and field survey of the work areas did not
identify any resources within the expanded API (Cardno 2015).

In January 2015, PG&E Land Planner Nathan Lishman notified PG&E CRS Stephanie
Cimino that potential historic resources had been observed near the API after a fire had
burned through the area. The parcel affected by the fire is south of the API and is
owned by the City of Winters (APN 038-070-039). Although the parcel will not be
directly impacted by the Project, PG&E determined that the area should be surveyed to
ensure there were no significant cultural resources that may be indirectly affected by
the Project.
Field
Stephanie Cimino, M.S., examined portions of APN 038-070-039 on February 2, 2015.
Ms. Cimino has 12 years experience in California archaeology and meets the Secretary
of the Interior Standards for both archaeology and architectural history.
The parcel is adjacent to the north bank of Putah Creek and consists of a sloping bench
overlooking the creek floodplain. Only the bench was subject to survey, as that was the
portion affected by the fire and the portion adjacent to the Project (Attachment B). A
pedestrian survey was conducted with transects spaced approximately five meters apart.
Surface visibility varied between little ground surface due to riparian grasses, shrubs
and trees, to nearly 100% percent surface visibility in the recently burned areas. The
ground surface was examined for archaeological remains, while periodic trowel scrapes
were used to look for indicators of buried archaeological deposits. Cut banks and tree
fells were also examined for indicators of buried resources.
Two historic trash scatters were identified and recorded as a result of the field survey.
No prehistoric resources were identified. Both sites were photographed and recorded
on DPR 523 forms (Attachment C: Confidential). Brief site descriptions are provided
below; for complete site information refer to the attached DPR 523 forms.
GOTTC-1 is a mid-to-late 20th century trash scatter that appears to be a dump
site associated with adjacent farmsteads and agricultural activities. The site
contains concentrations of structural, domestic, agricultural and automotive
debris, including milled lumber, concrete fragments, rolls of wire fencing, 55
gallon oil drums, tires, sheet metal, paint buckets, an electric fuse box with plug
fuses (“Federal” brand), food cans and jars, and numerous miscellaneous cans
and glass fragments. The few available diagnostic artifacts date the materials to
c. 1950-1960s.
GOTTC-2 is a sparse mid-to-late 20th century trash scatter that also appears to
be a dumping area for adjacent farmsteads and agricultural activities. The site
contains domestic, agricultural and automotive debris including terra cotta pipe
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fragments, colorless glass food jar fragments, milk glass cold cream jars, a
decorative glass vase, blue bottle glass fragments, sanitary cans, pull top cans,
flower pot fragments, porcelain china fragments, paint buckets, wire fencing, and
a car body part. Modern plastic trash is also present. Makers marks on the
porcelain fragments date from c. 1900 to c. 1960.
Recommendations
GOTTC-1 and GOTTC-2 do not appear to meet criteria for listing in any local, State, or
federal historic register. The sites do not appear to have any subsurface component and
the objects present were likely dumped or pushed to their current position. The sites
are in poor condition due to the fire, contain little diagnostic material, and extensive
research regarding 20th century agricultural communities in this region is readily
available. The resources do not appear to be historical resources for purposes of
CEQA, and they will not be impacted by the Project. No further cultural resources
study is warranted.
In the event that additional concentrations of prehistoric or historic-period materials are
encountered during Project work, the following procedures should be followed:
• Should any buried archeological materials be uncovered during Project
implementation, such activities shall cease within 100 feet of the find and a
PG&E Cultural Resources Specialist must be contacted immediately. The
location of any such finds must be kept confidential and measures should be
taken to ensure that the area is secured to minimize site disturbance and potential
vandalism.
• Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code states that it is a
misdemeanor to knowingly disturb a human grave. If human remains are
encountered, work should stop within 100 feet of the discovery and a PG&E
Cultural Resources Specialist must be contacted immediately. The Cultural
Resources Specialist will consult with the County Coroner. If human remains
are of Native American origin, the County Coroner will notify the NAHC 24
hours of this determination.
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February 5, 2015
Stephanie Cimino
Senior Cultural Resources Specialist
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
3301 Crow Canyon Road
San Ramon, CA 94583

RE:

Supplement for Additional Work Locations to the Cultural Resources Survey
Report for the Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center Project, City
of Winters, Yolo County, CA

In January 2015 PG&E asked Cardno Inc., to conduct a supplemental review of additional work
areas for the above cited project. The proposed additional work locations to the Winters Gas
Operations Technical Training Center Project are located on West Grant Avenue and East Baker
Street in the Town of Winters, Yolo County, California. The Area of Potential Impact (API) for the
additional project work locations consists of a total of up to 3.5 acres. The project is depicted on
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Winters 7.5-minute Topographic Quadrangle map,
Township 8 North, Range 1 West, Section 22 (Figure 1).
This letter serves as a supplement to the cultural resources survey report for the Winters Gas
Operations Technical Training Center Project. Cardno, Inc. utilized the previous records search
and literature review and conducted new pedestrian surveys for the additional work locations.
For background, regulatory context and other project information the reader is referred to the two
reports identified below.
1. Cardno ENTRIX (2014). Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center Project,
Winters, Yolo County, CA.
2. Cogstone Resource Management Inc. (2014). Paleontological Technical Study for the
Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center Winters, Yolo County, CA.
Records Search and Literature Review
A background literature and document search was conducted at the Northwest Information
Center (NWIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) at Sonoma
State University, Rohnert Park, California on November 11, 2013 for the Winters Gas Operations
Technical Training Center Project. The search area consisted of the API and a ¼-mile search
radius around the API which encompasses the current project API/additional project work
locations. The records search reviewed the following sources:
>

Previously recorded sites

>

Reports of previous studies

>

California Historical Landmarks

>

NRHP

>

CRHR
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>

OHP Historic Properties Directory

>

Historic Spots in California (Hoover et al. 2002)

>

General Land Office plat maps showing the study area

>

County historical maps

Additionally, as part of the research methodology for the Winters Gas Operations Technical Training Center
Project, a Ms. Allen undertook intensive research at local repositories, including California State Library, Yolo
County Archives, Sacramento Public Library, UC Davis Shields Library, and Yolo County Recorder’s Office. In
addition, research included review of historic period survey and topographic maps, periodicals, and census records.
To supplement the historic record, members of the McClish family were interviewed regarding the development of
the property, including Laurie McClish, Gwen McClish Bertinoia, and Martin Newkom. Lastly, standard contextual
sources of information were reviewed, in order to develop an appropriate historic context for the project.
Results of Records Search
The background literature and document search did not identify any cultural resources within the API; however, four
previously recorded cultural resources were identified within a ¼-mile of the API (see Figure 2):
>

P-57-000544: an isolated apricot tree located in an agricultural field south and west of the API.

>

P-57-000545: an isolated apricot tree located in an agricultural field south and west of the API.

>

P-57-000546: historic trash scatter including discarded farming equipment located in agricultural field south
and west of the API.

>

P-57-000547: historic tractor of unknown make located in an agricultural field south and west of the API.

The records search indicated that most of the API had been previously studied for cultural resources. The studies
that fell within the API included Archaeological Surveys in Yolo County California: Chickahominy- Moody Slough
Watershed Project (True, 1980) and a Cultural Resources Inventory of Caltrans District 4 Rural Conventional
Highways in Butte, Colusa, Eldorado, Glenn, Nevada, Placer, Sacramento, Sierra, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba Counties
(Leach-Palm, 2008). An additional seven studies have been conducted within the ¼-mile search area.
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Figure 1 Project API.
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Paleontological Records Search
Cogstone Resource Management Inc. requested a paleontological records search for the Winters Gas Operations
Technical Training Center Project area. The paleontological records search was conducted by the University of
California, Museum of Paleontology (UCMP). UCMP replied via email that no fossils are known from the Project
area or a one mile-radius. The closest recorded UCMP locality is located 3.5 miles north of the Project in the
Pliocene (5.33-2.59 million years ago) Tehama Formation, which is not mapped in the Project area (Finger 2014).
Cogstone conducted additional searches of the UCMP online database, Paleobiology Database, Sierra College,
and in scientific journals, technical studies, and State geological survey reports pertaining to the paleontology and
geology of the Winters area. These searches were also negative for specimens within the Project area. However,
they revealed that Pleistocene vertebrate fossils have been recovered from similar sediments throughout the
Sacramento Valley, including the banks of Putah Creek, which boarders the Project immediately to the south
(UCMP 2014; PBDB 2014; SCPD 2014; Jefferson 1991; Dundas and Cunningham 1993).
Partial skeletons of two sloths (Paramylodon harlani) and a mammoth (Mammuthus columbi) were collected from
the north bank of Putah Creek six miles to the east of the project area (UCMP V76199). This is one of six fossil
localities located along the Creek in this area (UCMP V5430, V6911, V69182-V69184). In addition to mammoth
and sloth material, a saber-toothed cat (Smilodon spp.) canine was recovered from one of the Putah Creek
localities (UCMP V5430; Dundas and Cunningham 1993; Jefferson 1991; UCMP 2014). Microfossils, including
rodents (Rodentia) and snake (Serpentes), have also been recovered from the Modesto Formation in other parts of
Yolo County (UCMP 2014). Depth of fossil recovery was not recorded with the exception of the sloth and
mammoth material from UCMP V76199. That material was recovered from the bottom of the approximately 30 foot
deep gully that Putah Creek is situated within (Dundas and Cunningham 1993).

Field Investigations
th

On January 28 , 2015 Parus Consulting Archaeologist Jay Baker conducted a reconnaissance pedestrian survey
of the project area (Figure 2). Transect spacing of less than 5 meters was utilized. Ground surface visibility was
poor (~2%) for the area north of East Baker Street, due to short, dense layer of European grasses. Rodent backfill
and sporadic bald patches were examined for evidence of cultural materials. No cultural resources were identified
at this location. Visibility was considerably improved in the area adjacent to Highway 128 (~80%). No cultural
resources were recorded; however, it was noted that earthen drainage ditches are located within the right of way
(R.O.W.) on both sides of Highway 128. No chronologically diagnostic elements were observed, and a review of
historic maps did not reveal any further information regarding the age of these ditches.
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Figure 2 Archaeological Survey Coverage.
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Summary
Cardno Inc. conducted supplemental cultural and paleontological investigations for PG&E’s Winters Gas
Operations Technical Training Center Project. The information gathered in two previous reports for the same
project served as the baseline data for the current analysis. Information brought forward from those reports
includes the CHRIS center records search results and the results of the paleontological records search conducted
through the UCMP. None of these data identified any cultural or paleontological resource issues within the newly
added work areas.
Field investigations for the supplemental review also did not identify any additional cultural resources. It was noted
that earthen drainage ditches are located within the R.O.W. on both sides of Highway 128; however, no
chronologically diagnostic elements were observed, and a review of historic maps did not reveal any further
information regarding the age of these ditches. They do not appear to be significant historic features. No adverse
impacts to cultural or paleontological resources will occur as a result of the work proposed for the work areas on
West Grand Avenue and East Baker Street.
Should cultural resources or human remains be encountered during implementation of this project, please follow
the inadvertent discovery and human remains protocol below.
Inadvertent Discovery Protocol
If cultural resources are encountered during construction, all work shall stop within the vicinity of the discovery and
the PG&E Cultural Resource Specialist should be contacted immediately. If the discovery is within Caltrans ROW,
PG&E will notify the Caltrans Archaeologist within 24 hours. PG&E will consult with Caltrans to determine the
proper course of action. No work may proceed until approved by Caltrans. Archaeological and historic-period
resources in the region may include:




Archeological materials: flaked stone tools (projectile point, biface, scraper, etc.) and debitage (flakes)
made of chert, obsidian, etc., groundstone milling tools and fragments (mortar, pestle, handstone,
millingstone, etc.), faunal bones, fire-affected rock, dark middens, housepit depressions and human
interments.
Historic-era resources: may include, but are not limited to, small cemeteries or burial plots, cut (square)
nails, containers or miscellaneous hardware, glass fragments, cans with soldered seams or tops, ceramic
or stoneware objects or fragments, milled or split lumber, earthworks, feature or structure remains and
trash dumps.

Human Remains Protocol
Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code (CHSC) states that it is a misdemeanor to knowingly
disturb a human burial. In keeping with the provisions provided in 7050.5 CHSC and Public Resource Code
5097.98, if human remains are encountered (or are suspected) during any project-related activity:







Stop all work within 100 feet;
Immediately contact a PG&E Cultural Resource Specialist (CRS), who will notify the county coroner;
Secure location, but do not touch or remove remains and associated artifacts;
Do not remove associated spoils or pick through them;
Record the location and keep notes of all calls and events; and
Treat the find as confidential and do not publically disclose the location.
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Upon Discovery of cultural resources or suspected human remains, contact the following individual immediately:
Stephanie Cimino, Senior Cultural Resources Specialist
Cell: (925) 785-6731, Office: (925) 415-6576, email: S2CM@pge.com.

2/05/2015
Joshua Peabody, MA, RPA
Senior Consultant/ Cultural Resources Specialist
Cardno, Inc.

Date
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